Remote Electronic Labs At Yale

Software Solutions for Your Lab Ordering Needs

**RELAY** is a web-based software solution, developed by the *Yale Pathology Labs* IT team with our clients in mind.

**RELAY** is an easy-to-use tool that provides a convenient and efficient way to order tests, get real-time results, look up patient results, and order specimen collection supplies.

**FEATURES**

- Accessible from any computer with an internet connection.

- Uses sophisticated encryption technology to ensure patient data security and conform to HIPAA guidelines.

- Intuitive interface takes user through clear step-by-step process.

- No interruption in service – patient data is uploaded quickly by *Yale Pathology Labs* and you can begin ordering labs immediately.

- Requisition forms with optional bar code labels to track specimens.

- Increased efficiency in service – all data necessary for accurate diagnosis included on requisition form.

**CALL TODAY FOR A DEMONSTRATION!**

203.464.5518

For More Information:
Contact Stephanie Weirsman (Tel. 203.464.5518) at *Yale Pathology Labs* today for more information or to set up a demonstration of **RELAY**.